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In this time of definition, children, all beings, in different degrees, are being obliged to confront
within themselves both human will and Divine Will, the old and the new human.

Within the human will are held all the beliefs about life, about yourselves, about God and His Plan,
about your personal mission and how to move it forward, about knowledge, wisdom, truth and
ignorance.

Within Divine Will, something profoundly unknown and silent is held, that with its simple
approach, knocks down walls and structures, transforms, modifies and renews that which was out of
place within beings.

But holding on to what is unknown is not easy to do. Allowing for the transformation of one's most
formed and oldest convictions in the consciousness, in order to walk toward something that is
unknown, where the human consciousness does not have roots but only spirit, is the great challenge
of these times.

And how can this be carried out?

There will be no other way of going through this moment, children, except by praying,
yielding more deeply each day and opening yourselves to a more true relationship with God so that,
in this way, you may recognize Him, even in the invisible, even in the silence, so that you may
know how to distinguish His Will, beyond the shouts of human wills.

During this time of the planet, you will only be sustained by a real relationship between God and
humankind. It is about the experience of the Covenant already realized by Christ that must now be
experienced by the beings. But in your relationship with God, there is no past, there is no human
condition, flesh does not prevail, but only spirit.

To go through the doorway toward the Meeting, you will have to defeat shame, beliefs, convictions,
personal plans, wills, conditions, fears and desires, goals and aspirations. It is in the void where you
will find the answer and the correct vestments for going through the narrow doorway, where only
spirit and love fit.

Pray to understand what I tell you. Become silent so that, in communion with silence, you may
know how to listen to the Voice of the One who, even having manifested the Word, speaks through
silence.

You have My blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


